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SAFETY BRIAN DAWKINS 
 
On San Diego QB Philip Rivers 
“First of all, he is a quarterback that is not going to give up on a play. He is going to fight that thing to the last second to hold the ball and try to get rid of it. 
He is a tremendous competitor. He is one of the guys that you would want as a teammate because you know he is going to fight for you that much.” 
 
On Chargers TE Antonio Gates 
“He is a very, very unique guy. To be as big as he is with the ability to move as smooth as he does and his hands are very soft. He catches pretty much 
anything that is in his area, and he is just one of those guys — he is a different tight end, he really is. The things that he can do with the ball with it in his 
hands, even before he gets the ball — his change of direction is unlike any other tight end.” 
 
On the versatility of LB Mario Haggan 
“It doesn’t surprise me because he has been asked to do a whole lot this year and I think he is getting more and more apt to do those things. When you 
begin to own that position, which he has done now, you are able to make the plays he made. We are just happy that he is finally getting to do that because 
he has been doing some grunt work — a lot of things that go unnoticed as far as the things that he has been asked to do. It’s always a good thing when you 
have a guy that is unselfish like that able to come up with a big game like he had, it is always a good thing.” 
 
On whether you can call Haggan a ‘motor’ guy 
“I think you can call him one of those guys because he is also on special teams, too. It is not like he is just asked to do certain things on defense; he actually 
goes out on special teams as well. He does a lot, and you have to have a motor to do what he is asked to do. He is just one of those guys that does it and 
does it with a smile on his face. Like I said, that is always a plus.” 
 
On whether he looks at San Diego as the team to beat in the AFC West 
“I’m a little unique in this area. It’s really not about what is going on over there, it is about us and what we want to do over here. That is the way I look at it. 
They are always going to be a good team to me, they are always going to be the team to beat because they won this division for so many years. As far as I 
am concerned, we are 1-0 in the second half of the season and this is the next game in line. So, it is about what we are going to do as a team.” 
 
On the San Diego run game 
“It’s about knowing what they like to do with each guy and knowing the guy’s strengths. Each one of those guys possesses certain things that they do better 
than others. All of them can get downhill in a hurry, but we know each guy possesses different things that they like to attack with. So, we have to do our 
normal thing and our normal thing this second half of the season is setting the edge, making sure where we are supposed to be and making sure tackles 
when that opportunity comes.” 
 
On whether there are things he does better now in his career than he did earlier  
“I just go out and do what they ask me to do. Whatever it is they ask me to, I make sure I am familiar with it, I practice it hard, and I go out and do exactly 
what they ask me to do. To answer your question, that is basically what I base my performance every week on — ‘What do they ask me to do?’ I look at the 
game plan, and this is what ‘Dawk’ has to do for his teammates and that’s what I go out and do.” 
 
On whether he expects San Diego to throw the ball a lot 
“Yeah, that’s who they are. At the end of the day, if you allow them to run the ball they are going to run it. Even if you do allow them to run it, they want to 
throw the ball because they have a guy at quarterback who is slinging that ball pretty well this year. Any time that you have him pulling the trigger like he is 
pulling it, you are going to want to throw the ball and get it up top.” 
 
On the key for the Broncos’ defense to have success this week 
“We are going to have to do what we do and that is when the opportunity comes to make plays you make them. If your responsibility is to do certain things in 
the run game, you do it and then we have to make sure that when those balls go in there that we either we come down with it or nobody comes down with it. 
That is going to be the key to this game.” 
 
On whether he is surprised in San Diego QB Philip River’s ability to overcome injuries to his receivers 
“No, because one of the main characters has not changed and that is the guy that I think has nine touchdowns and that is (TE Antonio) Gates. So, that 
individual in himself is a huge luxury for a quarterback to have — a safe haven to be able to throw to that cat any time. For the other guys they put in — 
every last one of them are talented, they are all pretty much the same as far as being long and fast.  That is what that offense wants. They want guys that 
can stretch the field and make big plays. When you have a quarterback that is able to throw the deep ball as well as he does, you can plug talented guys in 
there with him and he is going to make it work.” 
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On how good San Diego TE Antonio Gates has been as an undrafted player 
“Am I surprised? You are a little surprised at it, but at the same time some of the things that I am pretty sure he did on the basketball court, which is 
crossover moves and all that stuff and change of direction, are the same things he uses on the football field. It is the same exact things. He is able to make 
in-and-out moves very similar (to basketball) and all those things equate to being a tough guy to cover as well as being a big guy. So, if you try to go jam him 
he is a big guy that can push you off as well. He possesses a lot of talent in that so-called basketball frame.” 
 
On how hungry the team is right now 
“We are 1-0 in the second half of the season, and we have another game coming up. I’m excited about and I’m pretty sure all the rest of the guys are excited 
about the opportunity coming forward. We know it is not an easy thing, but I am definitely excited about it.” 
 


